Sidonius does not mention helmets, and according to one theory, based on certain literary assertions, the barbarians wore no headpiece, even in battle. But the helmet was an essential part of a warrior's equipment, and it is more likely that the barbarians wore them when they could get them. That so few have been found in graves (none of a type that the com-272
But we do not know where the spangenhelms were made. It is possible that some of them were produced in the same workshop, perhaps in a monastery. An unusual structural feature like the gabled plaques which appear on the interior of our helmet and on the Gammertingen helmet would indicate a common source. Some of them apparently belonged to chieftains in the service of Justinian or to his barbarian opponents. These may have been made at Ravenna, the center of Byzantine art and industry in the West. Certainly all the extant spangenhelms are similar in construction, ornamentation, quality of workmanship, technique, and materials.
When an object has been lost for almost fifteen centuries it is naturally difficult to place it accurately in its time. We can know little of its actual history and can only approach it in-
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European helmets of the Eastern type directly. In a grave at Gammertingen was found a small gold coin, a barbarian imitation of a triens of Justinus I (518-527). A gold plate from the brow of a spangenhelm (Bargello, Florence) is inscribed with the name of Agilulf, who became king of the Langobards in 590, when he married the famous queen Theodolinda, and who died in 616. Such connections give us a basis for a date.
We do know that the spangenhelm shows barbarian contact with another civilizationone familiar with early Christian art. We also know that it was an important object of personal adornment as well as protective value, in harmony with other rich elements of a chieftain's clothing. The man who wore such a headpiece was no longer a skin-clad barbarian. 
